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taneously penetrates through a sealing plug inside a sealing 
cover on a transfusion container, and by Squeezing the trans 
fusion container, medicine in the medicine container can be 
mixed with a solution in the transfusion container, which 
makes the medicine mixing operation simpler and more time 
saving. 
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DOSER HAVING TWO NEEDLES 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0001. The present utility model relates to a medical 
device, and particularly to a doser having two needles. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 For adding medicine in a medicine container (gen 
erally a penicillin bottle) to a solution in a transfusion con 
tainer (a transfusion Softbag or a transfusion Soft bottle), and 
then transfusing the mixed solution into a patient in a clinical 
institution Such as a hospital. 
0003. In the prior art, an injector is usually used to mix 
medicine in a medicine container with the solution in a trans 
fusion container (a transfusion Softbag or a transfusion soft 
bottle). First, an injector is used to inject the solution in the 
transfusion container (a transfusion Softbag or a transfusion 
soft bottle) into the medicine container, and then the same 
injector is used to inject the mixed solution into the transfu 
sion container (a transfusion Soft bag or a transfusion soft 
bottle). Currently, this kind of method is also commonly used 
in a clinical institution of a hospital. However, this medicine 
mixing method is complicated to operate and time-consum 
ing, by which, not only medical dispensing error is suscep 
tible to occur, but also contamination is likely to be intro 
duced in the medicine mixing process, thereby impacting 
medication safety and causing a serious medical accident. 
Therefore, improving the medicine mixing method is an 
essential task for the preparation before transfusion. 

SUMMARY OF THE UTILITY MODEL 

0004 To eliminate the disadvantages described above in 
the prior art, a doser having two needles is provided according 
to the present utility model, which is only required to pen 
etrate once to achieve medicine mixing and makes the medi 
cine mixing operation simpler and more time-saving. 
0005 To address the technical problems mentioned above, 
the following technical Solutions are employed in the present 
utility model: 
0006. A doser having two needles, wherein the two 
needles consist of a needle seat, an upper needle and a lower 
needle, the upper needle and the lower needle are arranged at 
both sides of the needle seat, the upper needle and the lower 
needle both have a hollow structure and are in communication 
with each other, wherein a medicine mixing body of a cup 
structure is formed through extending along an edge of the 
needle seat in a direction toward the upper needle. 
0007 As a preferred solution of the present utility model, 
the upper needle and the lower needle are both arranged along 
an axis of the medicine mixing body of the cup structure. 
0008. As another preferred solution of the present utility 
model, a sealing diaphragm is provided on an upper port of 
the medicine mixing body. 
0009. As yet another preferred solution of the present util 

ity model, at least two anti-slip buckles in barb-shape and for 
preventing the medicine container from loosening are 
arranged symmetrically on the inner wall of the medicine 
mixing body. 
0010. As an improved solution of the present utility 
model, the two needles and the medicine mixing body are 
enclosed within an outer package. 
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0011. As another improved solution of the present utility 
model, an annual rubber cushion sleeved outside the upper 
needle is provided at the bottom of the medicine mixing body. 
0012. As yet another improved solution of the present 

utility model, the doser having two needles further includes a 
sealing sleeve and a protecting sleeve, the sealing sleeve is 
sleeved onto a needle tip of the lower needle, the protecting 
sleeve is sleeved outside the sealing sleeve and fixed to the 
medicine mixing body or the lower needle. 
0013 As a further improved solution of the present utility 
model, the protecting sleeve is fixed to the bottom of the 
medicine mixing body. 
0014. As a further improved solution of the present utility 
model, a Snapping sleeve is provided at the bottom of the 
medicine mixing body, the protecting sleeve is sleeved onto 
the Snapping sleeve in a Snapping manner and is hermetically 
cooperated with the Snapping sleeve. 
0015. As a further improved solution of the present utility 
model, an annual boss is provided on an outer wall of the 
lower needle in a circumferential direction, the protecting 
sleeve is sleeved onto the annual boss and is hermetically 
cooperated with the annual boss. 
0016. As a further improved solution of the present utility 
model, the sealing sleeve is made of an elastic, flexible or soft 
material. 
0017. The advantageous effects of the present utility 
model include that, when the doser having two needles is 
used, it is only required to penetrate through the sealing plug 
of the medicine container by the upper needle, and to pen 
etrate through the sealing plug in the sealing cover on the 
transfusion container (a transfusion Soft bottle or a transfu 
sion soft bag) simultaneously by the lower needle, and 
Squeezing the transfusion container(a transfusion Softbag or 
a transfusion soft bottle), the medicine in the medicine con 
tainer may be mixed with the solution in the transfusion 
container (a transfusion Softbag or a transfusion Soft bottle), 
which makes the medicine mixing operation simpler and 
more time-saving. 
0018 DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
0019 FIG. 1 is a sectional view of a doser having two 
needles according to example 1: 
0020 FIG. 2 is a sectional view of a doser having two 
needles according to example 2: 
0021 FIG. 3 is a schematic view showing the structure of 
the doser having two needles in a state that medicine is being 
mixed in the doser. 
0022. In the drawings: 
0023 1—needle seat; 2 upper needle; 3 lower needle; 
4—medicine mixing body; 5—sealing diaphragm; 6—anti 
slip buckle; 7 medicine container; 8 transfusion con 
tainer, 9-sealing cover, 10-sealing plug; 11—annual rub 
ber cushion; 12 sealing sleeve; 13 protecting sleeve; 
14—Snapping sleeve; 15 annual boss. 

DETAILED EMBODIMENTS 

0024. The present utility model is further described in 
detail hereinafter in connection with drawings and specific 
embodiments. 
0025. A doser having two needles is shown in FIG. 1, the 
two needles consist of a needle seat 1, an upper needle 2, and 
a lower needle 3. The upper needle 2 and the lower needle 3 
are arranged at two sides of the needle seat 1, the upper needle 
2 and the lower needle 3 both have a hollow structure and are 
in communication with each other. A medicine mixing body 
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4 of a cup structure is formed through extending along an 
edge of the needle seat 1 in a direction toward the upper 
needle 2. The upper needle 2 and the lower needle 3 are both 
arranged along an axis of the medicine mixing body 4 of the 
cup structure. In a case that a medicine container 7 is Snapped 
into the medicine mixing body 4, the upper needle 2 is 
inserted into the medicine container 7 from the center of a 
sealing cover of the medicine container 7, to avoid that the 
upper needle 2 penetrates in an unexpected direction. 
0026. A sealing diaphragm 5 is provided on an upper port 
of the medicine mixing body 4, the two needles and the 
medicine mixing body 4 are enclosed within an outer pack 
age. Before use, the sealing diaphragm.5 is used with the outer 
package (eg. a sealing bag). Such that the medicine mixing 
body 4 and the two needles can be in a sealing condition, 
which not only maintains that the medicine mixing body 4 
and the upper needle 2 within the medicine mixing body 4 are 
of high level of cleanliness before use, but also effectively 
preserves the sharpness of the upper needle 2 and the internal 
structure of the medicine mixing body 4, thereby avoiding the 
damage during transportation. When in use, it is simply 
required to open the outer package and remove the sealing 
diaphragm 5. 
0027. At least two anti-slip buckles 6 in barb-shape and for 
preventing a penicillin bottle from loosening are arranged 
symmetrically on the inner wall of the medicine mixing body 
4. In this example, six anti-slip buckles 6 are arranged sym 
metrically on the inner wall of the medicine mixing body 4. 
After the medicine container 7 is snapped into the medicine 
mixing body 4, under the hindering effect of the anti-slip 
buckles 6, the medicine container 7 may be prevented effec 
tively from escaping or loosening from the medicine mixing 
body 4 in the opposite direction. 
0028. An annual rubber cushion 11 sleeved outside the 
upper needle 2 is provided at a bottom of the medicine mixing 
body 4. Since the annual rubber cushion 11 is of good elas 
ticity, when the medicine container 7 is Snapped into the 
medicine mixing body 4, the medicine container 7 may be 
prevented effectively from loosening by the annual rubber 
cushion 11 and the anti-slip buckles 6 at the medicine mixing 
body 4. The position at which the medicine container 7 is 
connected to the medicine mixing body 4 by being inserted is 
sealed completely by the annual rubber cushion 11, which 
prevents medicine leakage from occurring during medicine 
mixing, and strictly ensures the absolute air-tightness in the 
medicine container 4 after the medicine mixing, and avoids a 
risk of bacterial infections. 

0029. The doser having two needles further includes a 
sealing sleeve 12 and a protecting sleeve 13, the sealing sleeve 
12 is sleeved onto the needle tip of the lower needle 3, and the 
protecting sleeve 13 is sleeved outside the sealing sleeve 12 
and fixed to the medicine mixing body 4 or the lower needle 
3. In FIG. 1, the protecting sleeve 13 is fixed to the bottom of 
the medicine mixing body 4. A Snapping sleeve 14 is provided 
at the bottom of the medicine mixing body 4, the protecting 
sleeve 13 is sleeved onto the Snapping sleeve 14 in a Snapping 
manner and is hermetically cooperated with the Snapping 
sleeve 14, simply sleeving the protecting sleeve 13 onto the 
Snapping sleeve 14 is required when the sealing sleeve 12 is 
required to be protected; and simply removing the protecting 
sleeve 13 from the Snapping sleeve 14 is required when the 
medicine is required to be mixed. The sealing sleeve 12 is 
made of an elastic, flexible or soft material, the sealing sleeve 
12 is of elasticity or flexibility, and can contact closely with 
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the outer wall of the lower needle 3 during the whole process 
of the medicine mixing without self-loosening and sliding. Of 
course, the protecting sleeve 13 may further be fixed to the 
lower needle 3 (as shown in FIG. 2), in Such a case, an annual 
boss 15 is provided on the outer wall of the lower needle 3 in 
the circumferential direction, the protecting sleeve 13 is 
sleeved onto the annual boss 15 and is hermetically cooper 
ated with the annual boss 15. 

0030 Since the sealing sleeve 12 is sleeved onto the needle 
tip of the lower needle 3, the needle tip of the lower needle 3 
is allowed to be in a sealed condition by the sealing sleeve 12, 
and a passage within the two needles and the medicine mixing 
body 4 are allowed to be in a sealed condition by the sealing 
sleeve 12 and the sealing diaphragm 5 provided at the upper 
port of the medicine mixing body 4, thereby effectively pre 
venting the passage within the two needles and the medicine 
mixing body 4 from being polluted. The protecting sleeve 13 
is sleeved outside the sealing sleeve 12 and fixed to the medi 
cine mixing body 4, the protecting sleeve 13 serves to keep the 
sealing sleeve 12 and the lower needle clean, thus it can 
prevent the sealing sleeve 12 from being removed from the 
needle tip under the action of an external force. 
0031. Using the doser having two needles may include, as 
shown in FIG.3, after removing the sealing diaphragm 5 and 
the protecting sleeve 13, aligning the needle tip of the upper 
needle 2 with a sealing plug of the medicine container 7 
directly, and meanwhile aligning the needle tip of the lower 
needle 3 with a sealing plug 10 in a sealing cover 9 on a 
transfusion container 8 (a transfusion Softbag is employed in 
the example), then quickly applying a force, to allow the 
needle tips to be pushed towards the sealing plugs. As the 
needle tip of the lower needle 3 penetrates downwardly, the 
sealing sleeve 12 is penetrated through and moved upwardly 
along the lower needle 3, which does not prevent the lower 
needle from penetrating downwards continually and is advan 
tageous to a sterile connection between the medicine con 
tainer 7 and the transfusion container 8. The doser having two 
needles may further be placed vertically, to allow the lower 
needle3 to penetrate downwardly through the sealing plug 10 
in the sealing cover 9 on the transfusion container 8 first, and 
then the upper needle 2 to penetrate through the sealing cover 
of the medicine container 7. The doser having two needles 
may further be inverted, to allow the upper needle 2 to pen 
etrates downwardly through the sealing cover of the medicine 
container 7 first, and then the lower needle 3 to penetrate 
upwardly through the sealing plug 10 in the sealing cover 9 on 
the transfusion container 8. In each of the three means 
described above, the medicine container 7 and the transfusion 
container 8 can be connected by the doser having two needles. 
Finally, by Squeezing the transfusion container, the medicine 
in the medicine container can be mixed with the solution in 
the transfusion container, which makes the medicine mixing 
operation simpler and more time-saving. 
0032. It is to be noted finally that. the above examples are 
only intended to illustrate technical solutions of the present 
utility model rather than a limitation to the present invention. 
Though the present utility model has been described in detail 
with reference to the preferred examples, it should be appre 
ciated by an ordinary skilled in the art that, a few of modifi 
cations or equivalent Substitutions may be made to the tech 
nical solutions of the present utility model without departing 
from the principle and scope of the technical solutions of the 
present utility model, and these modifications or equivalent 
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substitutions should be encompassed in the scope defined by 
the claims of the present utility model. 

1. A doser having two needles, wherein the two needles 
consist of a needle seat (1), an upper needle (2) and a lower 
needle (3), the upper needle (2) and the lower needle (3) are 
arranged at both sides of the needle seat (1), the upper needle 
(2) and the lower needle (3) both have a hollow structure and 
are in communication with each other, characterized in that a 
medicine mixing body (4) of a cup structure is formed 
through extending along an edge of the needle seat (1) in a 
direction toward the upper needle (2). 

2. The doser having two needles according to claim 1, 
characterized in that the upper needle (2) and the lower needle 
(3) are both arranged along an axis of the medicine mixing 
body (4) of the cup structure. 

3. The doser having two needles according to claim 1, 
characterized in that a sealing diaphragm (5) is provided on an 
upper port of the medicine mixing body (4). 

4. The doser having two needles according to claim 1, 
characterized in that at least two anti-slip buckles (6) in barb 
shape and for preventing a medicine container from loosening 
are arranged symmetrically on the inner wall of the medicine 
mixing body (4). 

5. The doser having two needles according to claim 1, 
characterized in that the two needles and the medicine mixing 
body (4) are enclosed within an outer package. 

6. The doser having two needles according to claim 1, 
characterized in that an annual rubber cushion (11) sleeved 
outside the upper needle (2) is provided at the bottom of the 
medicine mixing body (4). 

7. The doser having two needles according to claim 2, 
characterized in that an annual rubber cushion (11) sleeved 
outside the upper needle (2) is provided at the bottom of the 
medicine mixing body (4). 

8. The doser having two needles according to claim 3, 
characterized in that an annual rubber cushion (11) sleeved 
outside the upper needle (2) is provided at the bottom of the 
medicine mixing body (4). 

9. The doser having two needles according to claim 4. 
characterized in that an annual rubber cushion (11) sleeved 
outside the upper needle (2) is provided at the bottom of the 
medicine mixing body (4). 

10. The doser having two needles according to claim 5, 
characterized in that an annual rubber cushion (11) sleeved 
outside the upper needle (2) is provided at the bottom of the 
medicine mixing body (4). 

11. The doser having two needles according to claim 1, 
characterized in that it further comprising a sealing sleeve 
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(12) and a protecting sleeve (13), the sealing sleeve (12) is 
sleeved onto a needle tip of the lower needle (3), the protect 
ing sleeve (13) is sleeved outside the sealing sleeve (12) and 
fixed to the medicine mixing body (4) or the lower needle (3). 

12. The doser having two needles according to claim 2, 
characterized in that it further comprising a sealing sleeve 
(12) and a protecting sleeve (13), the sealing sleeve (12) is 
sleeved onto a needle tip of the lower needle (3), the protect 
ing sleeve (13) is sleeved outside the sealing sleeve (12) and 
fixed to the medicine mixing body (4) or the lower needle (3). 

13. The doser having two needles according to claim 3, 
characterized in that it further comprising a sealing sleeve 
(12) and a protecting sleeve (13), the sealing sleeve (12) is 
sleeved onto a needle tip of the lower needle (3), the protect 
ing sleeve (13) is sleeved outside the sealing sleeve (12) and 
fixed to the medicine mixing body (4) or the lower needle (3). 

14. The doser having two needles according to claim 4. 
characterized in that it further comprising a sealing sleeve 
(12) and a protecting sleeve (13), the sealing sleeve (12) is 
sleeved onto a needle tip of the lower needle (3), the protect 
ing sleeve (13) is sleeved outside the sealing sleeve (12) and 
fixed to the medicine mixing body (4) or the lower needle (3). 

15. The doser having two needles according to claim 5, 
characterized in that it further comprising a sealing sleeve 
(12) and a protecting sleeve (13), the sealing sleeve (12) is 
sleeved onto a needle tip of the lower needle (3), the protect 
ing sleeve (13) is sleeved outside the sealing sleeve (12) and 
fixed to the medicine mixing body (4) or the lower needle (3). 

16. The doser having two needles according to claim 11, 
characterized in that the protecting sleeve (13) is fixed to the 
bottom of the medicine mixing body (4). 

17. The doser having two needles according to claim 16, 
characterized in that a Snapping sleeve (14) is provided at the 
bottom of the medicine mixing body (4), the protecting sleeve 
(13) is sleeved onto the Snapping sleeve (14) in a Snapping 
manner and is hermetically cooperated with the Snapping 
sleeve (14). 

18. The doser having two needles according to claim 11, 
characterized in that an annual boss (15) is provided on the 
outer wall of the lower needle (3) in the circumferential direc 
tion, the protecting sleeve (13) is sleeved onto the annual boss 
(15) and is hermetically cooperated with the annual boss (15). 

19. The doser having two needles according to claim 11, 
characterized in that the sealing sleeve (12) is made of an 
elastic, flexible or soft material. 
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